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SPECIAL EFFECTS BOX ‘ 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
This invention relates to a special effects box vthat 

combines the functions of several individual units,.such 
as those of a title, layout box, a contact printer, a movie 
titler, an animation layout box and an animation table. 

Actually there are not many titlers on the market for 
the amateur andthere are only a few varieties available 
to the semiprofessional. The simplest is of plastic or 
wooden’ three dirnentional letters with a special adhe 
sive backing which allows the letters to be attached to 
a glass, wallpaper, plastic, leather, wood or metal sur 
face for ‘?lming. This type is usually called a Title Kit 
and includes several colored 
with the letters. - 

The moresophisticated titler is an extravagant appa 
ratus which.‘ consists ofa frame with a camera mount on 
one end and a title card mount on the other. Both the 
title kit and title frame can be combined in setting up 
a title. Some title framescan be attached to a tripod or 
positioned either vertically or horizontally and some 
have accessories such as a drum upon which letters can 

paper backgrounds along 

be mounted'andthen slowly turned while ?lming. Most . 
of these titlers use frontal lighting equipment which 
means that thecamera is ?lming light that is re?ected 

' off the title card. These lights must be carefully ad 
justed to eliminate any undesirable glare or re?ections 
that occur'especially when shooting animation on’ ace 
tate cells. Any unnoticed glare or re?ection will show 
up on the processed'filrn and spoil the title. 

‘SUMMARY OF THE rNvENTIoN 
- ‘The object of ‘the present invention is to provide a 
special effectsvbox used as a title layout box, a contact 

, printer, a movie titler, an animation table and the like, 
comprising a box having an open top, a light source 
mounted in said‘ box and adapted to illuminate towards 
said open top of the box, one-clear ?lter and at least 
one color ?lter, and a mask having a central cut out, 
the'walls of said box’ being provided with supporting 
means for supporting said ?lters andsaid mask, said ?l 
ters and said mask being substantially the same size so 
that the ?lters and the mask can be interchangeably in 
serted in said box and supported by said supporting 
means. I v , 

Other and additional objects and advantages will be 
'_ apparent after reading'the following description which 

, refers to the accompanying drawings. ' 

‘I BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the special effects box 
of the present invention; .. ' 

FIG. 2 is a perspective view of ?lters to be used‘in the 
present invention; - I _ , 

FIG.'3 is a perspective view of the special effects box 
with a white ?lter inserted in the box to be used for a 
title layout box; _ 
FIG. 4 is a perspective-view similar to FIG. 3 with a 

graph paper placed on the white ?lter to be used for a 
title layout box; 7 ~ 

FIG. 5 is a perspective view similar to FIG. 4 with a 
blank title card placed on the graph paper to be} used 
for a title layout box; 
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FIG. 6 is‘ a perspective view of the special effects box 

used as a contact printer; ‘ - 

FIG. 7 is a perspective view of the special effects box 
used as-a contact printer with the completed title card 
and ?lm in place on the white ?lter; 
FIG. 8 is a perspective view showing the manner of 

placing the transparent plate to hold the ?lm and title 
card on the white ?lter; 
FIG. 9 is a perspective view showing the present in 

vention for use as a movie titler; 

FIG. 10 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of a part 
of the mask taken along the line X-X of FIG. 9; 
FIG. 11 is a perspective view showing one example 

of mounting the movie titler; 
FIG. 12 is a perspective view of the box that is setting 

vertically and horizontally; . 

FIG. 13 is a perspective view of the box mounted on 
the wall; _ , . 

FIG. 14 is a perspective view of the box ?tted onto 
the glass window panel or mirrors by the suction cup 
legs; ‘ 

FIG. 15 is a perspective view of the present invention 
used as an animation box; 
FIG. 16 is a perspective view of animation box with 

second paper cell placed over the ?rst paper cell; 
FIG. 17 is a pictorial view of a number of paper cells 

having a series of characters, and - ' 

' FIG. 18 is a perspective view of the animation box 
with an acetate cell placed over the roughly sketched 
papercell. - ’ 

'DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
' EMBODIMENT 

' As shown in FIG. 1, box 1 has a bottom wall 2, side 
walls 3, 4-and end walls 5, 6. The top of the box 1 is left 
open. The material of the box 1 may be suitably se 
lected from metal, wood, plastic or the like. On the bot~ 
torn wall 2, there is mounted one or more, ?uorescent 
lamps 7 by means of a pair of connectors 8, 9 and con 
nected to an electric power source (not shown). On the 
inner surface'of the side walls 3, '4 and one end wall 5, 
there is a top groove 10 and a bottom groove 11 pro 
vided one above the other, these grooves 10, 11 being 
adapted to receive ?lters 12 and/or a mask 13 which 
will be described later. The other end wall 6 is provided 
with a slot 14 which is in alignment with the top 
grooves 10 so that the ?lter 12 or the mask 13 may be - 
slidably inserted into and drawn out of the box 1. On 
the same end wall 6, another slot 15 is provided, which 
is in alignment with the bottom groove' 11 to receive 
the ?lter 12. 
As accessories to the box 1_, there are filters 12 (see 

FIG. 2) and a black mask 13 (see FIG. 9 and 10). The 
?lters 12 consists of a white ?lter 12a, a blue ?lter 12b 
and a clear plastic ?lter 12c. Other colored ?lters may 
be used in addition to these three ?lters 12a, 12b and 
120 when needed. The material of the ?lters is not lim 
ited to plastic and other materialsuch as glass'or the 
like may be used. As seen in FIGS. 9 and 10, the'mask 
13 is made of metal or plastic material and has a central 
cutout portion 16 having a dimension suitable for re 
ceiving the title transparency 24.-A transparent plate 
17 made of acrylic resin is ?tted into the central cut out 
portion 16. Said cut out portion 16 is surrounded along 
three edges thereof by frames 18 having recesses 18' to 
hold the edges of the transparency 24. 



vlines to erase. ‘ 
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On the bottom wall 2 and the side wall 4, there is con 
ventionally provided,.a transformer 19 and a starter 20 
respectively for the ?uorescent lamp 7-. > ' 
The special effects box constructed as above has sev-’ 

eral functions, and'the' operations of the box will be de~ 
scribed below: ‘ " 

TITLE LAYOUT Box 
To use the special effects box of the present inven 

tion to‘design and lay out the titles, ?rst remove all I 
masks 13 and ?lters'12 from the grooves 10, 11, and 
slots 14, 15. Select the white plastic ?lter 12a and insert 
the same into the top slot 10 of the box 1, as ‘shown in 
FIG. 3. With some masking tape 21, attach a sheet of 
graph paper 22 to the surface of the white ?lter ‘12a, ‘as 
shown in FIG. 4. Select one of the blank white‘ title 
cards 23 and, being careful to line up the corners of the 
card 23 with'the vertical and horizontal lines of the 

‘' graph paper 22, tape the card 23 to the graph paper 22, ‘ 
as shown in FIG. 5.‘ Turn on the ?uorescent lamp 7 and 
the lines of the graph paper 22 should be visible 
through the blank title card‘ 23. 
The layout of the title can now convenientlyproceed. 

I The titles can be paintedv on the card 23 with black 
poster paint or the alphabet‘ and symbol'sheet available 
underthe commercial name of ‘,‘Prestype Dry Transfer 
Lettering” can be used. The title design is limited only 
by the imagination of the user ‘and any material, paint, 
crayon, etc., may be used to design the title on the card 
23 as long as it leaves a strong black design. The special 
effects box of the'p'resent invention allowsthe user‘to .7 
quickly and easily set up‘the titles accurately, onv the 
title card 23. Be‘causethe lines of the graph paper 22 
are visible through the titlecard 23', theletters can be 
easily lined up and centered; There isno'chance of 
smudging the title because ‘there are no pencil guide 

When the ?rst title card is ?nished, it is removed and 
the remaining title-cards are processed ‘in the same 
manner until all the titlesftobe included .in the desired 
movie have been completed. ‘To use the time most ef? 
ciently all the title cards 23_should be completed before 
proceeding to the next process asthe special effect box 
of the present invention will be transformed into a new 
piece of equipment thatwill allow'the user to‘yphoto 
graphically print ?lm'transpar‘encies 24 fromv the v?n 
ished .title cards, 23. t - , I ' - . ‘ i ' » ‘ -' 

‘ CONTACT PRINTER ‘ 

vWhen the necessary title cards ‘23' have been ‘made, 
the special effects box of the .presentjinv'ention can now 
‘be prepared to print title transparencies 24; . ‘ ' ' 
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‘Contact Filmv ASA-2 or the'like, is placed glossy side 
down over the title card 23 being careful to line up the 
edges of the card 23 with the edges of the film- 24a, as 
shown in ‘FIG. 7. 
YA thick clear plastic plate 25 is placed over the ?lm ' 

24a to hold it firmly against the‘ title card 23, as seen 
in FIG. 8. The ?uorescent lamp 7 is turned on. After 
the light flickers on count out 30'or 46 seconds and . 
then turn the light off. Hereafter, the?lm 24a may be 
v‘treated in a conventional manner, such as developing, 
?xing, washing and drying the ?lm, to obtain the title 
transparencies 24. ' ‘ ' ' 

' MOVIE TITLER . ‘ 

When the‘ title transparencies 24 have become dry, 
the titles are ready to be ?lmed. Both the white ?lter. 

’ 12a and the blue ?lter 1212 are removed from the box 

20 

25 

' a glass window panel orthe mirror by attaching the 

l. The black mask 13 is placed into the top groove 10 
and the desired color ?lter 12 into the bottom groove 
11, as shown in FIG. 9. The special effects box of the 
‘present invention is now'a movie titler. A desiredtitle 
transparency 24 to be ?lmed is selected andplaced into 
the recesses 18' of the mask '13, a selected-color ?lter 
is placed into the second groove to color the‘ transpar 
ency, then‘the ?uorescent lamp 7 is turned on. The box 
1 can be'mounted directly onto the camera tripod ‘as 
shown ‘in FIG. 11, or set horizontally or vertically on 
the table as shown in FIG. 12. The box 1 may be placed 
on the'jwall as shown in FIG. 13 or can be mounted “on 

suc 

tion cup legs 30 as shown in FIGQ14. . . 
Mount your camera on a'tripod. Adjust-the’ camera 

distance to the title by either moving the titler box or ' 
the camera tripod. If the camera has a zoom, the size 
of the title can be adjusted simply by zooming in and 
out. A ‘close-up lens maybe needed depending upon 
‘the distance of the‘ camera to'the transparency 24. 

‘ Also, note that the camera ?eld‘ of vision is not limited 

40 to within the area, of the box 1 for ?lming. Because the 
. actual ?lming of the title is .done in a darkened room 

45 

'with the room lights off, the only existing light will be ‘ 
emitted through the transparency 24 and’ the surround 
ing area will be completely black. Therefore, the outer 
edges of the box 1 will not be seen, even if the camera 
?eld of view overlaps the size of the box 1.’ Thisis actu 

' ally an advantage ‘in eliminating framing errors and 

50 

With reference to FIG. 6,‘. to print the title transpar- I 
encies 24, remove the graph paper 22 from the white 
?lter 12a. Make sure the white ?lter 12a is clean as any 
dirt or marks willshow up on the transparencies 24‘ 
after printing. Leave the white filter 12a vin the top 
groove 10 of the box 1. Insert'the blue ?lter'l2b into 
the bottom groove 11 of the box 1. This blue ?lter 12b 
acts-as a light reducer and will cut downfthe-brilliance 
of the light for the purpose of contact printing the title 
onto the ?lm 24a. Thespecial effects box'of the present 
invention hasnow become a contact ‘printer. 

, When the special effects box is prepared as described 
above, the ?uorescent lamp 7 is turned off, and the pre 
pared title card 23 is placed face-up onto the white ?l 
ter 12a. A sheet of ?lm 24a, such'as Sakura Konilitho 

55 

under or over sized titles can be compensated for by 
zooming in’ and out or by moving the ‘camera tripod. 
I After the camera distance has been adjustedto' the 
transparency 24 and the lens is ‘focussed,_the‘title-1is 

' ready tobe ?lmed. Make sure the camera exposure‘is 
on‘autornatic then turn the room lights off and ?lm. 
‘Title transparencies 24 are easily changed without 
tuming'theroom lights back on. Simply leave the ?uo-' 
rescent lamp-7 on and change the transparencies 24 in , 

- between ‘shots. . > 
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For cameras without automatic exposure system or if 
it is desired to use the manual setting on the‘automatic 
camera, take the light'reading in the following way. 
After selecting the color ?lter 12 desired, remove the _ ' 

black mask 13 temporarily from the box 1. Either with 
a light meter or with the automatic systemin the cam 
era, take‘a light reading with the mask 13 off. Set the 
camera f-stop at this reading, insert the black mask 13 
with title transparency 24 intact, back into the box and 
begin ?lming. ' a - - 



5 
When the movie ?lm comes back from processing, it 

will showbrilliant, burned in color titles. The old title 
transparencies 24 may be kept for future use. By insert 
ing different colored ?lters 12 in the special effects box 
of the present invention,‘ the title color can always be 
changed to fit the‘ mood of the'next movie production. 

Depending upon the type of camera, an unlimited 
number of special effects are possible with the special 
effects'box of the present invention. 

ANIMATION LAYOUT BOX 
_, .Along with being a complete titling unit, the compact 
special effects box of the present invention can be used 
for animation. As shown in FIG. 15 by inserting the 
clear ?lter 120 into the top groove 10 and the white ?l 
ter 12a into thev bottom groove 11 the special effects 

15 

box of the presentinvention becomes an animation lay- ' 
outbox.‘ 
Like laying out titles, the special effects box can be 

used to layout animation. A standard 16mm paper cell 
26 is placed on the clear ?lter 120 of the box I with the 
lamp 7 turned on, and the desired characters 29 are 

' drawn thereon. When placing the paper cell 26 on the 
clear ?lter 12c, holes formed on the upper part of the 
paper cell 26 may be registered over pins 28 formed on 
‘the clear filter‘12c. After the ?rst paper cell is com 
pleted, the second paper cell can be placed thereon, as 
shown in‘FlG. 16, and the second characters can be 
drawn. ' . i - 

With the fluorescent lamp 7 turned on several sheets 
of paper cells‘26v ‘can be seen through. This will guide 

20 
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encies, cutting down the brilliance of light for contact 
printing transparencies, and supplying rich colors for > 
title backgrounds to be ?lmed, so that this box that 
combines the functions of several individual units, such 
as a title layout box, a contact printer, a movie titler, 
an animation layout box and an ‘animation table into 
one compact unit. In the present invention, stationary, 
internal, enclosed light is the only light used for all the 
light process so that only a small amount of light is 
emitted for'the title and, there is no re?ection to worry 
about while ?lming titles or animation, because the 
light is ?ltered though all transparencies instead of 
being front lit. This is a particular advantage when ?lm 
ing acetate cells, since the acetate cells are made from 
a ?exible plastic which has a high degree of reflectabil 
ity. If ?lming with external lighting, these acetate cells 
create glare and re?ections and much adjusting of the 
external light is needed to eliminate this condition. 
As explained heretofore, the new concept is the com 

bination of these separate pieces of equipment into one 
compact unit that performs a series of ‘different tasks 
that are related to the overall process of which the end 
result is a title, animation or special effect thatthe user 
wants to achieve. 
Other and additional advantages of the present in 

vention are ‘as follows: _ . 

1. More versatile and economicaltitles can be made 
at less expense as compared with other methods as the 
cost for the ?lm is low and film transparencies can be 
used over and over in different movies by just changing 

' color‘?lters. As more title transparencies are made, 

the user in plotting the movement of the characters 29 , 
on the paper cells 26. This can be easily done by draw 
ing the characters 29 on the ?rst papercell 26 and then 
registering- another paper cell 26 over the ?rst, using 
the previous characters29 as a guide ‘in drawing the 
next one. ‘Several paper cells 26 can be registered over 
on another as shown in FIG. 17 before the light be-_ 
comes'too‘ dim, thus allowing the characters 29 to be 

35 

drawn speedily and accurately, pausing'periodically to , 
remove some of the lower paper" cells 26 to permit 
more light to pass through the paper cells 26. 

' After this is completed, the paper cells 26 can be re 
moved and transfer of characters 29 from the paper 
cells 26 to the acetate cell 27 can begin. This is done 
by placing a single paper cell 26 on the registration pins 
28, and over this registering an acetate cell 27, as 
shown in FIG. 18.‘Colors can then be painted onto the 
proper areas of the acetate cell v27 while using the 
paper cell 26 as-a guide. ‘ 

FILMING THE‘ANIMATION 
Without changing any ?lters 12 the ?lming of the ani 

mation can be done by simply placing the acetate cells 
27, one by. one in their proper sequence on the registra 
tion pins 28 and pressing the camera shutter each time. 
For animation work, it ,is better ‘to have a camera 
equipped with single exposure, however, it is still possi 
ble to ?lm animation with otherlcameras that do not 
have this feature. This can be done by carefully and 
quickly pressing the shutter button so‘that only two or 
three frames are exposed. This is sufficient to produce 
animation. I - i‘ . , 

As described heretofore, the heart of the present in 
vention lies in the interchangeable ?lters which are 
used for illuminating transparencies, coloring transpar 

60 
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cost of titling declines since certain transparenciescan 
be used over again in new movies, thus cutting down 
the cost of printing and'the time involved in printing; 
Titles are easily labeled and stored in envelopes and are 
practically indestructable and can be used over and 
over for years. ' ' _ . 

2. You do not need to be an artist to produce beauti 
ful titles. If you merely write your titles on the title card 
with a black crayon your titleswill look professional 
because when using 'color ?lters to color the transpar- , 
encies, the color becomes uniform and brilliant. 

3. The cost of the special effects box is very low when 
comparing the price to other titlers on the market. 
More speci?cally, the special effects box can be manu 
factur'ed at a cost of one tenth that of the conventional 
titlers, because the special effects box is compact in 
size and simple in construction. 
What is claimed is: . 

l. A special effects box used as a title layout box, a 
_ contact printer, a movie titler, an animation layout box, 
an animation table, an animation stand or the like, 
comprising a box having an open top, a light source 
mounted in said box'and-adapted to illuminate towards 
said open top of the box, one clear ?lter and at least 
one color ?lter, and a mask having a central cut out, 
walls of said box being provided with supporting means 

' for removably supporting said ?lters and said mask, 
said ?lters and said mask being substantially the same 
size sothat the ?lters and ‘the mask can be interchange 
ably inserted in said box and supported by said support 
ing means and wherein said mask cut out has a prede 
tennined dimension adapted for receiving a title trans 
parency or the like and said cutout is surrounded along 
three edges thereof by frame means with recesses 
adapted for receiving said title transparency or the like. 
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2. A special effects box de?ned in claim 1 in which 
said supporting means includes at least two supporting 
grooves. 

3. A special effects box de?ned in claim 1 in which 
said box is provided with suction cup legs to support 
the box against an other object. - 'Y 

4. A special effects box de?ned in claim 1 in which 
said clear ?lter is provided with registration pins. 

5. A special effects box defined in claim 1 comprising 
one unit that can be changed into different types of 

20’ 

8 
equipment by changing movable ?lters and masks. 

6. A special effects box de?ned in-claim l in which 
said mask is a black mask for the purpose of blocking 
out undesired light and for the purpose of inserting ?lm 
transparencies to create brilliant ?uorescent color ti 
tlers. ‘ 

7. A special effects box de?ned in claim 1 in- which 
said ?lters are different ?lters adapted to be inserted 
into the box so as to change the colors of the titles. 

' * * * * * 
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